Composition of 5-4 Majorities (Rehnquist Court 1995-2004)

- Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- Liberal bloc + O'Connor
- Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- Other

October Term 1995
- 31% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 44% Liberal bloc + O'Connor
- 6% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 19% Other

October Term 1996
- 35% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 47% Liberal bloc + O'Connor
- 6% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 12% Other

October Term 1997
- 31% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 38% Liberal bloc + O'Connor
- 19% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 13% Other

October Term 1998
- 16% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 53% Liberal bloc + O'Connor
- 16% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 13% Other

October Term 1999
- 24% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 67% Liberal bloc + O'Connor
- 5% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 5% Other

October Term 2000
- 15% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 54% Liberal bloc + O'Connor
- 12% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 19% Other

October Term 2001
- 43% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 38% Liberal bloc + O'Connor
- 19% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 13% Other

October Term 2002
- 33% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 40% Liberal bloc + O'Connor
- 27% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 19% Other

October Term 2003
- 24% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 48% Liberal bloc + O'Connor
- 19% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 10% Other

October Term 2004
- 50% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 17% Liberal bloc + O'Connor
- 13% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 21% Other

*Conservative bloc = Rehnquist/Roberts, O'Connor/Alito, Scalia and Thomas;
Liberal bloc = Stevens, Souter/Sotomayor, Ginsburg, Breyer.

All of the data in this pack was collected from Stat Packs published on SCOTUSwiki.
Composition of 5-4 Majorities (Roberts Court 2005-2009)

- Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- Other

October Term 2005
- 36% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 18% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 45% Other

October Term 2006
- 21% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 25% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 54% Other

October Term 2007
- 33% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 33% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 33% Other

October Term 2008
- 30% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 22% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 48% Other

October Term 2009
- 31% Conservative bloc + Kennedy
- 19% Liberal bloc + Kennedy
- 50% Other

*Conservative bloc = Rehnquist/Roberts, O’Connor/Alito, Scalia and Thomas; Liberal bloc = Stevens, Souter/Sotomayor, Ginsburg, Breyer.

All of the data in this pack was collected from Stat Packs published on SCOTUSwiki.